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Comparing forecasts over past three years
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Tracking forecasts of domestic travel
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Most important things we’re seeing
 Role-reversal of developed vs. emerging markets?
 Worst of fiscal drag behind us
 Policy risks in developed economies
 Remarkable structural shifts in favor of US
A view from outer space
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Emerging markets are struggling…
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…with rising risk premia
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US economy continues to expand
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EZ emerges from the longest recession in decades
…and some encouraging signs…
BRICs:   Is a slowdown inevitable? 
The USA:       Will it surge again?
Japan:           Some hope of growth?
Eurozone: Any hope for growth?
The big questions
The Dismal View
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A view from the corner office
US companies are in a position of strength
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A view from the living room
Labor market continues to heal
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Austerity is easing 
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So headwinds will subside into 2014
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View from the reservation desk
Room demand on target for new peak (again)
A view from customs and immigration
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Huge effects of global market size and outlook
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Most important things we’re seeing
 “Risk-reversal” of developed vs. emerging markets
 Policy risks in developed economies
 Worst of fiscal drag behind us
 Remarkable structural shifts in favor of US
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Thank you!
